Interpedicular travel in the evaluation of spinal implants: an application in posterior dynamic stabilization.
In vitro flexibility testing of the lumbar spine. The goal of this study was to evaluate a motion-preserving posterior dynamic stabilization (PDS) implant based on newly defined parameters describing interpedicular kinematics. PDS implants have been designed as either motion-preserving or adjunct-to-fusion devices to treat various degenerative spinal pathologies. The ambiguity of design and evaluation goals and the inability of traditional biomechanical parameters to appropriately describe the behavior of PDS devices in vitro have served as the impetus to develop kinematic parameters more specific to this class of device. Flexibility testing of 6 fresh-frozen human lumbar spines was conducted before and after destabilization of the index level (L4-L5). Testing under the same protocol was repeated after treatment at the index level with a 1-level PDS device, extension of the device to the adjacent inferior level (L5-S1), and treatment with a hybrid construct consisting of the PDS implant at L4-L5 and rigid fixation at L5-S1. The kinematic response was recorded using an optoelectric tracking system and reported in terms of intervertebral range of motion (ROM) and newly developed parameters describing interpedicular motion. Based on ROM and interpedicular kinematics, the devices implanted at L4-L5 provide significant but not differing stabilization in flexion-extension with implantation after a significant destabilization procedure. Interpedicular kinematic results indicate that the 2-level construct contributes to significantly more motion at L5-S1 compared with rigid fixation. This result was not detected when evaluated by the ROM metric. Those involved in the design and evaluation of PDS devices may benefit from evaluation of interpedicular kinematics. Evaluating intervertebral motion from the perspective of the pedicle screw allows for a direct and intuitive translation between in vitro test results and design parameters. Furthermore, these parameters may provide additional clinical insight into the biomechanics of the healthy and pathological spine. The study presented indicates that this approach may be more sensitive in detecting differences in implant motion between PDS devices.